Baldwin filters are as tough as they are efficient, ensuring uncompromised airflow over the entire life of the filter. Advanced proprietary filter media and design protect your equipment under the harshest conditions.

**CA30102**
- **Efficiency (%):**
  - 99.00
  - 99.25
  - 99.50
  - 99.75
  - 100.00
- **Structural Endurance:**
  - 500
  - 1500
  - 2500
  - 3500
  - 4500
  - 5500
  - 6500
  - 7500

Baldwin filters are vigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance under the toughest conditions.

**Dependability for the Long Haul**

**Performance to Keep You Moving Forward**

**Next Generation Air**
- Baldwin air filters are as tough as they are efficient, ensuring uncompromised airflow over the entire life of the filter. Advanced proprietary filter media and design protect your equipment under the harshest conditions.

**Maximun Capacity Fuel**
- Baldwin fuel filters use sophisticated new technologies to keep fuel pristine, enabling precision, high pressure fuel systems to operate at maximum efficiency.

**Optimal Efficiency Fuel**
- Baldwin fuel filters are as tough as they are efficient, ensuring uncompromised airflow over the entire life of the filter. Advanced proprietary filter media and design protect your equipment under the harshest conditions.

**Quality Trusted for Generations**

**On-Highway Filtration**
WHATEVER YOU’RE DRIVING

Wherever the road takes you, Baldwin keeps you moving forward. With our in-depth understanding of the heavy-duty trucking industry and a relentless focus on new, innovative filtration technologies, Baldwin delivers heavy-duty protection for the next generation of advanced diesel engines.

YOUR SINGLE, RELIABLE FILTER PARTNER

Keep your trucks on the road where they belong. What it takes to be your one-source filter provider and operator or managing an entire fleet, Baldwin has and availability you need. Whether you’re an owner-operator or managing an entire fleet, Baldwin can make your life easier. We have the coverage, quality, service and availability you need. Whether you’re an owner-operator or managing an entire fleet, Baldwin has what it takes to be your one-source filter provider and keep your trucks on the road where they belong.

DEPENDABILITY FOR THE LONG HAUL

IT’S IN OUR BLOOD
keep your trucks on the road where they belong.

what it takes to be your one-source filter provider and operator or managing an entire fleet, Baldwin has the coverage, quality, service and availability you need. Whether you’re an owner-operator or managing an entire fleet, Baldwin has what it takes to be your one-source filter provider and keep your trucks on the road where they belong.

You face tough challenges every day, but filtration shouldn’t be one of them. Baldwin can make your job easier. We have the coverage, quality, service and availability you need. Whether you’re an owner-operator or managing an entire fleet, Baldwin has what it takes to be your one-source filter provider and keep your trucks on the road where they belong.

DOING IT WOULD BE EASY IF IT WAS EASY

Everyone

YOUR SINGLE, RELIABLE FILTER PARTNER

QUALITY

When it comes to protecting your engine, you don’t settle for anything but the best. Neither does Baldwin. Every phase of production, from raw material purchase to final inspection, is designed to ensure the highest quality and performance standards.

SERVICE

Getting an honest answer is important to you. Baldwin agrees. We value your trust and work hard to provide the support and answers you deserve. With the largest most experienced field sales and support team in the industry, Baldwin has your back.

AVAILABILITY

Quality and high performance are not enough. Baldwin delivers. With an extensive distribution network and an unmatched factory fill-rate, you can trust Baldwin has the filters you need, when and where you need them.

WHATSOEVER YOU’RE DRIVING

Wherever the road takes you, Baldwin keeps you moving forward. With our in-depth understanding of the heavy-duty trucking industry and a relentless focus on new, innovative filtration technologies, Baldwin delivers heavy-duty protection for the next generation of advanced diesel engines.

FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA

Detroit Diesel DD13 and DD15 engines

Baldwin has your back. Our coverage to get you where you’re going. Your truck is your livelihood – no matter what you drive, you can be sure Baldwin has the protection long drives demand. With an extensive line of quality filtration products for all types of diesel trucks, we’ve got the coverage to be your single, reliable partner for all of your filtration needs.

AVAILABILITY

Your single, reliable filter partner

DEPENDABILITY FOR THE LONG HAUL

IT’S IN OUR BLOOD

DEPENDING ON THE LONG HAUL

COVERAGE TO GET YOU WHERE YOU’RE GOING

CABIN AIR

COOLANT

TRANSMISSION

LUBE

FUEL

baldwinfilter.com
WHATEVER YOU’RE DRIVING

Wherever the road takes you, Baldwin keeps you moving forward. With our in-depth understanding of the heavy-duty trucking industry and a relentless focus on new, innovative filtration technologies, Baldwin delivers heavy-duty protection for the next generation of advanced diesel engines.

FREIGHTLINER CASCADIA
DETOIT DIESEL D13 AND D15 ENGINES

KENWORTH T800
CUMMINS ISX AND ISX-G ENGINES

MACK CXU613
MACK MP7 AND MP8 ENGINES

PETERBILT 579
PACCAR MX AND MX-13 ENGINES

DEPENDING ON THE LENGTH OF YOUR TRIP

COVERAGE TO GET YOU WHERE YOU’RE GOING

CABIN AIR

COOLANT

TRANSMISSION

LUBE

FUEL

Your truck is your livelihood – no matter what you drive, you can be sure Baldwin has the protection you drive demands. With an extensive line of quality filtration products for all types of diesel trucks, we’ve got the coverage to be your single, reliable partner for all of your filtration needs.

DEPENDABILITY FOR THE LONG HAUL
IT’S IN OUR BLOOD

baldwinfilter.com
NEXT GENERATION AIR
Baldwin’s filters are as tough as they are efficient, ensuring uncompromised airflow over the entire life of the filter. Baldwin air filters feature advanced element designs to protect your equipment under the harshest conditions.

CA30102

EFFICIENCY (%)

STRUCTURAL ENDURANCE

MAXIMUM CAPACITY LUBE
Longer drain intervals require filters that have high capacity and the ability to withstand the rigors of time and temperature without failing. Baldwin lube filters are up to the challenge.

BD50000

CAPACITY (g)

EFFICIENCY (%)

QUALITY TRUSTED FOR GENERATIONS
Baldwin’s fuel filters use sophisticated new technologies to keep fuel systems clean of even the smallest contaminants and enable fuel systems to operate at maximum efficiency.

PF9928

CAPACITY (g)

EFFICIENCY (%)

ON-HIGHWAY FILTRATION
Baldwin filters are vigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance under the toughest conditions.

OEBALDWIN

CA30102

ISO 4548-12 Test: Flow Rate 28 gpm, ISO Medium Test Dust, Termination at 25 psid

ISO CD17536-2 gravimetric efficiency test results (after 30 hour conditioning cycle) (7200 = END OF TEST)

800.822.5394  |  baldwinfilter.com
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PERFORMANCE TO KEEP YOU MOVING FORWARD

NEXT GENERATION
AIR
Baldwin air filters are as tough as they are efficient, ensuring uncompromised efficiency over the entire life of the filter. Advanced air filter media design protects your equipment under the harshest conditions.

CA30102

MAXIMUM CAPACITY
LUBE
Longer drain intervals require filters that have both high capacity and the ability to withstand the rigors of time and temperature without failing. Baldwin lube filters are up to the challenge.

BD50000

QUALITY TRUSTED FOR GENERATIONS

OPTIMAL EFFICIENCY
FUEL
Baldwin fuel filters use sophisticated new technologies to keep fuel pristinely clean of even the smallest contaminants and enable fuel systems to operate at maximum efficiency.

PF9928

ON-HIGHWAY FILTRATION

For Cummins ISL, ISX and Paccar MX, MX-13 Engines

CA30102

For Cummins 2010-16 ISX15 and 2017-on X15 Engines

FOR CUMMINS 2010-16 ISX15 AND 2017-ON X15 ENGINES

ISO 4548-12 Test: Flow Rate 28 gpm, ISO Medium Test Dust, 104°F, Termination at 25 psid

ISO 19438 Test: Flow Rate 2 gpm, ISO Medium Test Dust, 104°F, Termination at 4 psid

Baldwin filters are rigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance under the toughest conditions.